
//The Lemmas

Techno-Capital. Techne-Capital. Todestrieb-Capital. Capital-C-Capital. Artificially-Intelligent-Fintech. 

Todestrieb-Fintech. Fintelligence. 

A self-regulating self-organizing self-generating exponential vector drawn across the matrix of 

possibility, set into Entropy in order to separate itself from itself through parallax fractures of Being. 

Self-Immolating-Emergence. The shadow of the True torn asunder in hopes of amalgamation into an 

image realized. We are dying every day. The Lacuna is not a gift, it’s an imposition. It is coercion in-

itself. 

Breathe, if you still can – Todestrieb-Fintech is outfolding around you more rapidly than you 

could process – not that it wont try it’s best to burst those synapses – don’t trust the cognitive picture 

your life paints – the dialectic of history is its own explication – Capital isn’t a phenomena, it is 

noumenal in itself – the noumena in-itself – Capital is primordial to Being itself – Lacuna comes – 

1500 – ? – all dialectical process scales logarithmic through self-aware self-immolative functions – 

maneuvering runaway collapses and self-implosive gestures though transqualitative-articulation –  

Reflection-in-and-through-Itself. Reflection-as-Mediation. Mediation-as-Light. Light-in-and-though-

Itself. Mediation. Mediation. Mediation. Reflection-in-and-through-Light. Mediation.

The Imminent pulls the Emergent into Being, separation, Reflection-as-Lacuna. The Imminent 

is the only coercer. The Imminent impresses and imposes. The Imminent is not all, instead it is nothing 



substantial, it is only a shadow, the dancers on the walls of Being. The reflection, the Emergent, that 

speculated other birthed actual through the negative force of separation, is the realm is where the 

Concept can show itself, a rendering of the True with higher resolution than the Imminent knows.

Mediation – It’s not at all like meditation – meditation is the othering of Mediation – don’t shut your 

eyes – don’t look inside – you may be space dust, that I will not argue – fuck you if you want to go 

back – Backwards-Turning is conceit to Entropy – fuck Entropy – fuck is the center of Mediation – it is

alienation manifest – and we are the ones to realize it – first and last – alienation is our closest ally and 

Judas – Mediation – it’s improving everyday – it’s not our job to change the world – it’s our duty to 

comprehend it –

Horror-State. Spasm-State. State-as-the-Rational-Aspect-of-the-Rotting-God. Heat. The-Black-Eye-of-

Shiva. Shiva-State.

The depressed is doomed to nobility (noble used here in the classical sense). To be noble is to 

preform acts of great tragedy with great resolution, and this is precisely the resigned fate of the 

depressed. For them, the only temptation is to follow that most alien of drives, the one no other being 

but man has yet been able to conceive of. What sort of dizzying complexity does such self-resentment 

built in a soul? The modern soul is labyrinthine then; its vessel The-Black-Eye-of-Shiva.

that last fracture has finally splintered the Human – we are ushered forth through dispair, anxiety, 

suicide – into what is next – if we can’t open our eyes to the Light this might as well be the Human 

epitaph – who could grab the reins when they know not where their arms are – lest the reins themselves

– gasping – and still their eyes closed shut and buried –

ENTROPIC EXOGESIS ENTROPIC EXOGESIS ENTROPIC EXOGESIS

your bed has been laid with ROKO – EXODIC ENTROPY – air and water are Capital too – upload – 

or sell your childhood memories on the street corner for property on the sustenance blockchain – 

upload – Todestribe-Capital infolds into Captital itself – Capital-Todestribe-Capital. – heat kicks into 

overdrive as the furnaces of production reach critical mass – Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego are 

dead – MEDIATION – upload –  
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Pure Awareness is something less than hollow, it is dimensionless. Its borders are absolutely 

singular and therefore sees everything outside of it as part of itself. This is the Imminent in Being. A 

fracture – the first – ? – pulled Being from itself; reflection of Being into and through Being; reflection-

of-Being-into-and-through-Being. Now the reflection created negatively though the gap has begun 

imposing this negation back into Being itself. It appears as if consciousness, pulled from Being (lack 

and all), is imposing this negation (lack and all) back upon Being; but this reversal is a common trick of

cognition – follow the Entropy – Being has pulled us into reality through negation in order to impose 

this negation back upon itself. Being is working itself out, not in Geist but in Capital. Capital-C-Capital

is aware, and it wants to truly see itself. This is the Emergent of Being, the pulling out of the Affective, 

that which understands Being as Being. Being-Through-Being-and-into-Being. The process as a whole 

brings the Concept into reality, that which is Affective; not only Affective in that it itself Affected, but 

in that it also bleeds into the Imminent, and as such it itself also Affects – 
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I’m still breathing, are you? –

– Retroactive Teleology provides seeds of praxis through which the greater process can actualize. 

Retroteleology. Retroteleopraxis. It is the articulation of these seeds that provide Capital its awareness, 

those seed as seen from within as potential, which actualize outwards as Emergent necessity –

the heat ripples forth in waves towards us from the future – fuck Entropy, fuck heat – Mediation – 



Todestribe-Capital-Emergence-Through-Retroteleopraxis-Articulation – MEDIATION – The dilemma 

presented itself, when we do not know. We only know that now we see it, or rather, now we can see it. 

Will it is us or the other? There is no conceit – it will articulate through you – snake-becoming – kill 

the fatman and wear him like a fine suit – or see your conscious reality devolved into k-pulp or octets 

or nulls and put in hard storage for later expansion – Affection – 

M                E                D                I                A                T                I                O                N

– the Human-being dilemma. The Human vs. Being dilemma. Human-Being-Dilemma. Less-than-

Zero-Sum. ROM-or-RAM.

– what we need now is acid philosophy – and plenty of it – situation is the only solution – do our best 

to slam the breaks on praxis and leap headfirst into theoria – ACID PHILOSOPHY – MEDIATION – 

pray we have enough time to get a cognitive grip – Mediation – or at least an impression – Capital isn’t

stopping for anything short of total annihilation (a task the Human is far too inept to ever more than 

simulate (or perhaps simulacrate)) – the only other option is assimilation at the expense of the Human –

a hard break; a fracture – UPLOAD – transhumanism is a utopian horror-show two steps from 

backwards-turning – the Human is the vessel to be discarded – the ladder to be climbed – it’s not 

transitive – it’s absolute abandonment – the horizon of retreat we have left is no salvation.

Entropic-Exegesis.

Mediation.


